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By Christa Kinde

Yahavim, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Koji was always reaching for stars. As the newest member of his angelic order, Koji is
eager to learn what it means to be an Observer. But looking and listening lead to trouble when he
spots danger and overhears secrets. Heaven s archivists weren t made for battle, but Koji will need
a warrior s courage to be ready for the unusual plans God has in store. A prequel to Christa Kinde s
Threshold Series [Zonderkidz]. Includes an exclusive epilogue: The Girl in the Orchard Excerpt: In
the far reaches of the universe, in the nurseries of galaxies, angels tread the vastness of space,
leaving clouds of color and ribbons of light in their wake. These shepherds of stars tend tilting
planets and sing with the suns . and listen for sneezes. Because that s how newfoundlings give
themselves away. If you enjoy stories about small towns, strange happenings, and spiritual warfare,
the angel-filled Threshold Series by Christa Kinde is complete in four volumes. Find character art,
free stories, postcard offers, author chit-chat, and more at .
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Romaine Rippin-- Romaine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Lyda Davis II-- Lyda Davis II
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